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BRAND NEW, Dollhouse: A Novel, Kourtney Kardashian, Kim
Kardashian, Khloe Kardashian, Nothing is more important to
the Rameros than family. Just ask Kamille, Kassidy, and Kyle -
three beautiful, loving, and deeply loyal sisters who are the heart
and soul of their family. Their mother has remarried and their
new stepfather, a world famous all-star baseball player, has
come complete with two stepsiblings. Life in L.A. is pretty typical
for this newly blended clan. Until the day everything changes.
Overnight, one of the Ramero sisters has become famous-
magazine-cover, fashion icon, headline-making famous! Trailed
by paparazzi, invited to every red carpet event, she has set a
new standard for Hollywood royalty. You'd think that all the glitz
and the glamour would make life a breeze. But as the sisters
painfully discover, being a celebrity in L.A.'s gilded dollhouse
isn't all it's cracked up to be. Suddenly their problems are much
bigger than sharing clothes and discussing crushes. Who knew
that having a famous sister would bring up so many issues:
jealousy, backstabbing friends, fixups, plastic surgery, and
paparazzi run-ins, to name just a few. As the sisters deal with
their new lives, complete with...
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ReviewsReviews

Unquestionably, this is actually the greatest function by any author. I was able to comprehended every little thing
using this created e ebook. Its been printed in an remarkably straightforward way which is merely following i finished
reading this ebook in which in fact altered me, alter the way i think.
-- Ar ia nna  Witting-- Ar ia nna  Witting

An exceptional book as well as the font used was exciting to read. It is actually rally intriguing throgh reading time. You
will not sense monotony at anytime of the time (that's what catalogues are for about when you ask me).
-- Cr ystel Ha g enes-- Cr ystel Ha g enes
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